
Lazer welcomes you to the new Century!

Approaching it’s 100-year anniversary, Lazer will launch its all-new Lazer Century helmet

during the upcoming Eurobike.

The Lazer Century is the result of 100 years of expertise. By integrating all knowledge and user

requirements into one concept, the Lazer Century offers a new benchmark that requires no

priorities for either protection, comfort, aerodynamics or visibility. The Lazer Century offers it

all! 



Twistcap

One of its most visible new technologies is the unique Twistcap, which offers a twist-of-the-

hand action to change the Lazer Century from a full-ventilated helmet into an aero helmet.

Changing the Twistcap can save you Watts*, or will increase ventilation by up to 11%. 

Rear LED light

Where the frontal part of the Century clearly shows it’s relation with the Lazer Bullet aero

helmet, the striking design and integration of the rechargeable LED rear light sets a new

example in helmet design. 

The rechargeable LED rear light improves high level visibility; making the rider more visible at

night, and easier for drivers to spot from afar.

Ventilation 

Beside the 18 large vents and the new Twistcap, the Lazer Century features internal vent

channels that actively guide the airflow through the helmet and add-up to the comfort of the

rider. To cap it off, it features a distinctive bottom-shell that offers the cherry-on-the-cake in

terms of helmets design. 

Search no more. The Century is here to keep you safe, fast, ventilated, visible and fast in style!

Lazer Century: 100 years of epic moments, a century of expertise.

Technical specifications:

Fit system: ATS retention system.

Construction: In-Mold.

Ventilation: 18 vents + Twistcap.

Certification: CE - CPSC – AS.

Sizes: S/M/L (standard-oval fit) S/M/L (Asian-round fit).

Weight (CE M): 225 gr (non-MIPS) 255 gr (MIPS).

Colours: Matte Black, White, Red, Flash Yellow, Blue Black, Flash Green.

Colours MIPS version: Matte Black, White, Flash Yellow.

RRP: €159,95 / $159,95 (non-MIPS). €179,95 / $179,95 (MIPS).

Availability: October 2018.

* The difference in aerodynamics between using the Century without Twistcap and using the

Twistcap with the closed part faced forwards is 3% in Drag (N).
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